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The Feedback-Vertex Set Problem
Directed vs. Undirected

Is there a set of k vertices
such that G − {v1, . . . , vk} is acyclic?

First Algorithm Currently Fastest Algorithm
p-FVS [Meh84] O(3.83kk ⋅ n2)

p-DFVS [CLL+08] O(4kk3k! ⋅ n4)

Both problems are in FPT – and different!

Can we prove a difference?
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A Parameterized Version of Logarithmic Space
Defining para-L and para-NL via Precomputations

(Q, κ) belongs to para-P = FPT:

x ∈ Q ⇐⇒ x#f(k) ∈ A for some A ∈ P.

This yields the time bound f(k) ⋅ p(∣x∣).

Substituting Pwith L yields para-Lwith space bound f(k) +O(log ∣x∣).

We can define para-NL in a similar way.

Clearly, para-L ⊆ para-NL ⊆ para-P = FPT.
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Problems in para-L and para-NL
Some Examples

para-L p-VERTEX-COVER [CCDF97]
FO-Model-Checking on Graphs of Bounded Degree [FG03]

para-NL k-Leaf Spanning Tree [CCDF97]
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Deriving Logspace Variants of W[P]

We can define W[P] via

1. para-P-reduction closure of p-WEIGHTED-CIRC-SAT,

2. para-NP-TMs that make at most f(k) ⋅ log ∣x∣ nondeterministic steps,

3. para-P-TMs with nondeterministic certificates of length f(k) ⋅ log ∣x∣.

Now plug in para-L and para-NL!
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para-NL and Bounded Nondeterminism

para-NL[f log] para-NL-TMs with at most
f(k) ⋅ log ∣x∣ nondeterministic steps

para-L ⊆ para-NL[f log] ⊆ para-NL

Complete
Problem

Distance problem in directed graphs:
Is there a path from s to t of length k?

s

t
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p-DISTANCE is complete for para-NL[f log]

Containment Successively guessing a path of length k.

Hardness Consider the configuration graph of a
(nice) para-NL[f log] Turing machine.

Problem: Accepting paths of length f(k) ⋅ p(∣x∣).

At most f(k) ⋅ log ∣x∣ nondeterministic choices
on any path.

Shrink distances by contracting deterministic paths.

Insert transitive edges of logarithmic length.

Now there is a path of length at most f(k).
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para-L and para-NLwith Certificates

para-L-cert para-L-TMs with certificate of length f(k) ⋅ log ∣x∣
para-NL-cert para-NL-TMs with certificate of length f(k) ⋅ log ∣x∣

p-FVS Contained in para-L-cert:
Remove k vertices (described by the certificate),
check if graph is acyclic (L-complete).

p-DFVS Contained in para-NL-cert:
Remove k vertices (described by the certificate),
check if graph is acyclic (NL-complete).
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p-FVS and p-DFVS are different (probably)

Theorem: If p-DFVS ∈ para-L-cert then L = NL.

▸ Consider p-UNREACH:
Unreachability in DAGs, trivially parameterized.

▸ We can reduce p-UNREACH to p-DFVS
by inserting an edge from t to s and asking for a FVS of size 0:

s t

▸ Now assume p-DFVS ∈ para-L-cert.
▸ Then p-UNREACH ∈ para-L-cert.
▸ Because of the trivial parameterization we then have

UNREACH ∈ L and therefore L = NL.
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p-FVS and p-DFVS and Completeness

p-FVS and p-DFVSwill not be complete for para-L-cert and para-NL-cert
under standard assumptions:

▸ p-WEIGHTED-SAT belongs to para-L-cert.
▸ para-L-cert-hardness of p-FVS or p-DFVSwould imply FPT = W[SAT].

(But we have other completeness results.)
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Overview of Classes and Problems

para-P

para-NL-cert

para-L-cert

para-NL

para-NL[f log]

para-L

p-VERTEX-COVER

p-DISTANCE

p-FVS

p-DET-CREACH

p-CREACH and p-AGEN

p-DFVS
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Overview of Classes and Problems

para-P

XNL

para-NL-cert

XL

para-L-cert

para-NL

para-NL[f log]

para-L

p-VERTEX-COVER

p-DISTANCE

p-FVS

p-DET-CREACH

p-MDFA-ACCEPTANCE

p-TREEWIDTH

p-CREACH and p-AGEN

p-MNFA-ACCEPTANCE

p-DFVS
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Complete Problems for para-L-cert and para-NL-cert
Colored Reachability Problems

p-CREACH Is there a path from s to t that
uses at most k colors?

s

t

p-DET-CREACH Similar to p-CREACHwith outdegree-1 graphs.
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p-CREACH is complete for para-NL-cert

Containment Certificate provides k good colors.
Check reachability.

Hardness Create colored graph of partial configurations of
para-NL-cert-TMM.
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Hardness of p-CREACH for para-NL-cert

s

t

1. Compute the vertices of the graph of
partial configurations.

2. Divide certificate in f(k) blocks of
logarithmic length and consider »their
colors«.

3. Add colored edges accordingly.

4. Insert colored chain from a new s′ to s.

s′ s
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Conclusion and Outlook

▸ FPT hides the different complexities of many important problems!
▸ para-NL[f log] is parameterized reachability in digraphs.
▸ para-NL-cert and para-L-cert separate p-DFVS and p-FVS.
▸ para-NL-cert and para-L-cert is reachability in colored digraphs.

▸ Investigation of a para-L version of the W-Hierarchy.
▸ Is there a connection to kernel sizes?
▸ What about classes like para-AC0?
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